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In this paper we extend the classical notion of ofiset to the concept of generalized ofiset
to hypersurfaces. In addition, we present a complete theoretical analysis of the ratio-
nality and unirationality of generalized ofisets. Characterizations for deciding whether
the generalized ofiset to a hypersurface is parametric or it has two parametric com-
ponents are given. As an application, an algorithm to analyse the rationality of the
components of the generalized ofiset to a plane curve or to a surface, and to compute
rational parametrizations of its rational components, is outlined.
c° 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Let K be an algebraically closed fleld, and V an irreducible hypersurface in Kn. Then,
the ofiset to V at distance d is essentially the envelope of the system of spheres centered
at the points of V with flxed radius d. Thus, if V can be represented parametrically by
P(„t) 2 K(„t)n, the ofiset to V corresponds to the algebraic closure of the constructible set
in Kn generated by the formula
P(„t)§ d N („t)kN („t)k
where N („t) is the normal vector to V associated with P(„t). Ofisets play an important
role in the fleld of computer-aided geometric design. They arise in practical applications
as tolerance analysis, geometric control, robot path-planning and numerical-control ma-
chining problems; like the description of the curve that a cylindrical tool executes when
it moves through a prescribed path.
Some algebraic facts on ofisets to plane curves, or more formerly parallel curves, were
already known to classical algebraic geometers .(see Salmon, 1960). More recently, in
.Farouki and Nefi (1990a, b) the principal geometric and topological properties of ofiset
curves are stated, and an algorithmic approach, based on resultants, to compute the
implicit equation of an ofiset plane curve is also provided. Similarly, the use of computer
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algebra techniques as Gro˜bner basis (or any other algebraic equation solver as charac-
teristic sets) shows how to determine implicit equations of the ofiset of rational surfaces
.(see Hofimann, 1990).
However, in order to guarantee the computability of datastructures and algorithms,
rational parametrizations of ofiset varieties are required. The main di–culty is that the
rationality of the original variety is not preserved (in general) when the ofiset is consid-
ered. This fact forces us to use piecewise-rationally aproximations. Analysing the concept
of Pythagorean hodograph curves, introduced in .Farouki and Sakkalis (1990), several rel-
evant improvements have been achieved in this context [see .Farouki (1992); .Farouki and
Nefi (1997)]. In .Pottmann (1995) extending this notion to rational normal norms, the
author gives explicit formulae to produce rational plane curves whose ofisets have ra-
tional components. Furthermore, in .Lu˜ (1995a), a characterization to polynomial ofiset
plane curves and rational ofiset plane curves is given, and explicit representations are
presented. Similarly, using algebraic-geometry techniques, characterizations for deciding
whether the ofiset to a rational plane curve is rational or it has two rational compo-
nents are presented in .Sendra and Sendra (1995), and an algorithm for computing|
by reparametrizations of the original curve|rational parametrizations of each rational
component of the ofiset is also outlined. Concerning ofisets to surfaces explicit formulae
to produce rational surfaces whose ofisets have rational components are also given in
.Pottmann (1995). Moreover, in .Lu˜ (1995b), it is proved that all ofisets to paraboloids,
ellipsoids and hyperboloids can be rationally parametrized. Also, in .Pottmann et al.
(1995), ofisets to rational non-developable ruled surfaces are studied.
In this paper, we extend the classical notion of ofiset to the concept of generalized ofi-
set to hypersurfaces, we characterize the rationality and unirationality of its components,
and, as an application, we present an algorithm to analyse the rationality of the com-
ponents of the generalized ofiset to plane curves and surfaces, and to compute rational
parametrizations of their rational components.
The ofiset to an irreducible hypersurface V at distance d can also be seen as the
algebraic closure of the set of intersection points of the spheres, with flxed radius d, at the
points of V, and the normal lines to V at the centers of the spheres. Our generalization
consists of considering the set of intersection points of the spheres with lines passing
through the centers in some given direction (determined by a flxed direct isometry inKn),
not necessarily the normal one. Note that when the direct isometry is the identity the
concept of generalized ofiset particularizes to the notion of classical ofiset. We prove that
such a set is constructible, and therefore the generalized ofiset is deflned as its algebraic
closure. In addition, we also introduce the notions of simple and special components of a
generalized ofiset. These concepts appear when considering ofisets to ofisets. In general,
each component of the ofiset is expected to be a hypersurface. Throughout the paper we
will always assume this to be the case.
Let V be a variety of dimension r overK. Then V is said to be unirational, or parametric,
if there exists a rational map P : Kr ¡! V such that P(Kr) is dense in V. In this situation,
we say that P(„t) is a rational parametrization of V. Furthermore, if P deflnes a birational
map then V is called rational, and we say that P(„t) is a proper parametrization (for
planes curves the notions of rationality and unirationality are equivalent for any fleld; for
surfaces over an algebraically closed fleld the two notions are also the same (Castelnuovo’s
theorem), however, in general the equivalence is not true). In this paper we analyse the
rationality and unirationality of the generalized ofisets to hypersurfaces. In particular, the
unirationality of the components of the generalized ofisets is characterized by means of the
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existence of parametrizations of the hypersurface whose normal vector has rational norm,
and by means of the unirationality of the components of an associated hypersurface (this
last hypersurface is usually simpler than the generalized ofiset, as shown in the examples.
Indeed, it is basically a Zariski hypersurface). As a consequence, it is proved that the
unirationality of the generalized ofisets does not depend either on the distance or on
the isometry, and that generalized ofisets with only parametric components can only be
generated by parametric hypersurfaces. Furthermore, one deduces that generalized ofisets
to unirational ofisets behave as follows: they are either reducible with two parametric
components, or parametric, or irreducible and not unirational. Moreover for rational
hypersurfaces, parametric generalized ofisets, and generalized ofisets with two parametric
components are also characterized.
As a consequence of these results, and of the equivalence of the notion of rationality and
unirationality in K2 and in K3, an algorithm for deciding the rationality of the compo-
nents of the generalized ofiset and for computing rational parametrization of its rational
components is presented. Furthermore, some special cases of families of curves and sur-
faces are shown to have always rational generalized ofisets, and rational parametrizations
are provided. The results of this paper are part of .Sendra (1996), where further details
are analysed.
The examples presented in this paper have been executed with the computer algebra
system Maple, and with the package for constructive algebraic geometry CASA.
2. Generalized Ofisets
In this section the new concept of generalized ofiset to a hypersurface, and the notions
of simple and special component of a generalized ofiset are presented. Furthermore, the
basic properties of generalized ofisets are stated.
Throughout this paper we assume that K is an algebraically closed fleld of character-
istic zero, that V is an irreducible hypersurface in Kn, that V0 is the open subset of V
containing the smooth points of V whose normal vector does not have null norm, (we
assume that V0 is not empty) and that A is an n £ n matrix deflning a direct isometry
in Kn. In this situation, we consider the set AAd (V0) in Kn given by the intersection points
of the sphere of radius d centered at each point P 2 V0 and the line passing through P
in the direction determined by the vector N (P ) ¢A, where N (P ) is a normal vector to V
at P .
Theorem 2.1. AAd (V0) is a constructible set.
Proof. Let N („y) be a normal vector to V at „y = (y1; : : : ; yn) 2 V0, and M(„y) =
N („y) ¢ A = (M1(„y); : : : ;Mn(„y)). In order to prove the theorem we use that projections
map constructible sets onto constructible sets .(see Harris, 1992). Therefore, one simply
has to observe that the projection
…1 : Kn £Kn ¡! Kn
(„x; „y) ¡! „x
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maps the constructible set
BAd (V0) = f(„x; „y) 2 Kn £Kn
, „y 2 V0Pn
i=1(xi ¡ yi)2 = d2
x1¡y1
M1(„y)
= ¢ ¢ ¢ = xn¡ynMn(„y)
9=;
onto AAd (V0) (where x1¡y1M1(„y) = ¢ ¢ ¢ =
xn¡yn
Mn(„y)
is the formal expression of the line passing
through „y in the direction of M(„y)). 2
Definition 2.1. We deflne the generalized ofiset to an irreducible hypersurface V at
distance d in the direction determined by a direct isometry A as the algebraic closure of
the constructible set AAd (V0), and we denote it by OAd (V).
In general, each component of OAd (V) is expected to be a hypersurface. Throughout
the paper we will always assume this to be the case. In this way, we avoid cases like
taking a circle of radius d and the ofiset at distance d.
Remarks 2.1. From the deflnition it follows that:
(1) OAd (V) has at most two components; one \interior" and another \exterior".
(2) If V is given by a rational parametrization P(„t), then OAd (V) is the algebraic closure
of the set in Kn generated by the formula
P(„t)§ d N („t) ¢AkN („t)k
where N („t) is the normal vector to V at P(„t) (i.e. the normal vector associated
with the parametrization P(„t)).
(3) If V is an irreducible curve inK2 or an irreducible surface inK3, and A is the identity
matrix, then OAd (V) is the classical ofiset curve or the classical ofiset surface to V
at distance d, respectively.
(4) Similarly to classical ofisets, the normal vectors to the generalized ofiset are parallel
to the normal vectors to the variety. More precisely: let P 2 V, and let Q 2 OAd (V)
be any of the two points on the generalized ofiset generated by P , then it holds that
the normal vectors to V at P and the normal vectors to OAd (V) at Q are parallel.
Let us illustrate the deflnition by an example.
Example. Let V be the parabola given by the parametrization P(t) = (t; t2), then the
classical ofiset to V at distance d, i.e. OId(V), is deflned by the polynomial
G(x1; x2) = x22 ¡ d2 + x41 ¡ 8 d4 ¡ 8x32 + 32x21 x22 ¡ 20x21 d2 ¡ 8 d2 x22 ¡ 2x2 x21 +
8x2 d2 + 16x41 x
2
2 ¡ 48x41 d2 + 48x21 d4 ¡ 32x21 x32 ¡ 40x41 x2 + 16 d4 x22 ¡ 32 d2 x32 +
32 d4 x2 + 16x61 ¡ 16 d6 + 16x42 ¡ 32x21 d2 x22 + 8x21 x2 d2
which is irreducible over C, and therefore OId(V) deflnes an irreducible curve. In fact, one
can prove that OId(V) is rational (in the next sections the reasons that force the ofiset to
be rational are explained), and that it can be parametrized by(
x1 =
¡(4 t4¡1) (4 t4+8 d t2+1)
8 (1+2 t+2 t2)(1¡2 t+2 t2)t2 ;
x2 = 64 t
12¡16 t8¡256 d t6¡4 t4+1
64 (1+2 t+2 t2)(1¡2 t+2 t2)t4
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Figure 1. V and OId(V).
We consider now the direct isometry given by
A =
ˆ p
2
2
p
2
2
¡p2
2
p
2
2
!
that corresponds to a rotation of angle …4 . Then, the implicit equation of OAd (V) is
~G(x1; x2) = ¡32 d2 ¡ 512 d2 x22 ¡ 128x2 x21 + 320x2 d2 + 64x41 ¡ 176 d4 + 1024x42 ¡
512x32¡704x21 d2 +2048x21 x22¡256 d6¡1024x21 d2 x22 +1024x21 x2 d2¡2560x41 x2 +
1280x21 d
4¡2048x21 x32¡2048x41 d2 +1024x41 x22 +256 d4 x22 +896 d4 x2¡1024 d2 x32 +
1024x61 + 64x
2
2 ¡ 256x1 d4
which is also irreducible over C. In fact, OAd (V) is also rational and can be parametrized
by 8<:x1 = ¡
(t2¡1)
4 t ¡ d
p
2 (t2¡1¡2 t)
2 (t2+1)
x2 =
(t2¡1)2
16 t2 ¡ d
p
2 (t2¡1+2 t)
2 (t2+1) :
It is interesting to observe that the a–ne singularities of OAd (V) are the double points‡
fi;¡7fi3 + 21
88
+
969
176
fi¡ 987
88
fi2 +
31
11
fi4 ¡ 9
11
fi5 ¡ 38
11
fi6
·
where 64fi7 ¡ 48fi5 + 144fi4 + 180fi3 ¡ 140fi2 + 29fi¡ 2 = 0. Therefore, there is a real
isolated singularity that can be approximated as (0:296 719 889 9; 0:719 540 426 1). Note
that this point belongs to OAd (V) but is not in the constructible set AAd (V0).
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Figure 2. V and OAd (V).
We also observe that every point P 2 OId(V), but flnitely many exceptions, is generated
by exactly one point Q 2 V, as the intersection of the corresponding circle and normal
line to V at Q; similarly for OAd (V). However, if one computes the ofiset to the ofiset, i.e.
OId(OId(V)), the situation is difierent. Note that, by construction, V is a component of
OId(OId(V)). Furthermore, almost all points on V are generated by two points on OId(V).
This phenomenon motivates the following deflnition.
Definition 2.2. An irreducible component M of OAd (V) is called simple if there exists
a dense set M of points on M such that every Q 2M is generated by exactly one point
P 2 V, otherwise M is called special.
Remarks 2.2. From the deflnition it follows that:
(1) Special components of generalized ofisets are precisely those generated when com-
puting ofisets to ofisets. More precisely: let M be an irreducible component of
OAd (V), then M is special if and only if OAd (M) = V.
(2) If OAd (V) is irreducible then it is simple.
(3) If one irreducible component of OAd (V) is special then the other one is simple. Thus,
every generalized ofiset OAd (V) has always at least one simple component.
3. Parametric Generalized Ofisets
This section is devoted to the theoretical analysis of rational and parametric (i.e.
unirational) generalized ofisets to hypersurfaces. We start with the following lemma that
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shows how any rational parametrization of a rational variety is related to any proper
rational parametrization of the same variety.
Lemma 3.1. Let V be a rational variety of dimension r over K, and P(„t) a proper rational
parametrization of V. Then for every parametrization Q(„t) of V there exists ’ 2 K(„t)r
such that P(’(„t)) = Q(„t).
Proof. We consider the following diagram:
Kr
Q¡! V& "P
Kr
Then, since P is birational, ’(„t) = P¡1(Q(„t)) 2 K(„t)r and P(’(„t)) = Q(„t). 2
Next, we analyse the rationality and unirationality of generalized ofisets. We start
with the following proposition that relates the reducibility of the generalized ofiset to the
unirationality of its components.
Proposition 3.1. Let OAd (V) be reducible then it holds that:
(1) Every simple component of OAd (V) is birationally equivalent to V.
(2) If V is rational then all the simple components of OAd (V) are rational.
(3) If V is parametric then all the components of OAd (V) are parametric.
Proof. In order to prove (1), let OAd (V) be reducible and letM1 be one simple compo-
nent of OAd (V). Then, we consider the constructible set BAd (V0) introduced in the proof
of Theorem 2.1 and the diagram:
BAd (V0) = ¡1 [ ¡2 ‰ Kn £Kn
…1. & …2
AAd (V0) = OAd (V) =M1 [M2 ‰ Kn V ‰ Kn
where ¡i = …¡11 (Mi) i = 1; 2, and …1; …2 are the natural projections. Now, one simply
has to observe that, although …2 : BAd (V0) ¡! V is 2:1, …2 : ¡1 ¡! V is 1:1, and that
since M1 is simple then …1 : ¡1 ¡!M1 is a birational map.
(2) Let V be rational and OAd (V) reducible. Then from (1) it follows that every simple
component of OAd (V) is rational.
(3) If OAd (V) is reducible, all simple components of OAd (V) are, by statement (1),
parametric. Let us suppose that OAd (V) has a special component M, and that P(„t) is
a parametrization of V. Then, since …2 : …¡11 (M) ¡! V is one-to-one (note that if
OAd (V) has a special component then OAd (V) is reducible), it follows that …1(…¡12 (P(„t))
parametrizes M, and hence M is parametric. 2
Definition 3.1. Let „t = (t1; : : : ; tn¡1) and let P(„t) = (P1(„t); : : : ; Pn(„t)) 2 K(„t)n be a
rational parametrization of V. Then, P(„t) is rph (Rational Pythagorean Hodograph) if
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its normal vector N („t) = (N1(„t); : : : ; Nn(„t)) satisfles that N1(„t)2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+Nn(„t)2 = m(„t)2,
with m(„t) 2 K(„t). For short we will express this fact writing kN („t)k 2 K(„t).
Remarks 3.1. Note that if P(„t) is an rph parametrization andQ(„t) = P(’(„t)) is a repa-
rametrization of P(„t), then the normal vector ofQ(„t) isNQ(„t) = det(J’)¢NP(’(„t)), where
NP(„t) is the normal vector of P(„t), and J’ is the Jacobian matrix of ’(„t) 2 K(„t)n¡1.
Therefore Q(„t) is also rph.
Definition 3.2. Let P(„t) = (P1(„t); : : : ; Pn(„t)) be a rational parametrization of V, and
N („t) = (N1(„t); : : : ; Nn(„t)) the normal vector of P(„t). We assume w.l.o.g. that N2(„t) is not
identically zero. Then, we deflne the reparametrizing hypersurface of OAd (V) associated
with P(„t) as the hypersurface generated by the primitive part with respect to xn of the
numerator of
x2n (N
2
2 (~x) + ¢ ¢ ¢+N2n(~x))¡N22 (~x)¡ 2xnN1(~x)N2(~x)
where ~x = (x1; : : : ; xn¡1). In the following, we denote by GP(V) the reparametrizing
hypersurface of OAd (V) associated with P.
Remarks 3.2. Observe that the deflnition does not depend on the isometry A, and
that if GP(V) is reducible then each factor is linear in xn, and therefore GP(V) has two
parametric components.
The following theorem characterizes the unirationality of the components of OAd (V) by
means of the notions of rph and reparametrizing hypersurface.
Theorem 3.1. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) V is parametric and there exists an rph parametrization of V.
(2) OAd (V) has at least one parametric simple component.
(3) There exists a parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) has at least one parametric
component.
(4) All the components of OAd (V) are parametric.
Proof. We see that all the statements are equivalent to (1). First, let us see that (2)
implies (1). Let M be a parametric simple component of OAd (V) and, R(„t) a rational
parametrization of M. Then we consider the diagram:
¡ = …¡11 (M) ‰ BAd (V0) ‰ Kn £Kn
…1. & …2
M‰ OAd (V) ‰ Kn V ‰ Kn" R
Kn¡1
Thus, since M is simple, one has that …1 : ¡ ¡!M is birational, and therefore Q(„t) =
…2(…¡11 (R(„t))) parametrizes V.
We now prove that Q(„t) is rph. For this purpose, let NQ(„t) = (N1(„t); : : : ; Nn(„t)) be
the normal vector to V at Q(„t), and MQ(„t) = NQ(„t) ¢ A = (M1(„t); : : : ;Mn(„t)). We
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observe that …¡11 (R(„t)) = (R(„t);Q(„t)) 2 BAd (V0). Hence, if Q(„t) = (Q1(„t); : : : ; Qn(„t))
and R(„t) = (R1(„t); : : : ; Rn(„t)) one has that:(Pn
i=1(Qi(„t)¡Ri(„t))2 = d2
Q1(„t)¡R1(„t)
M1(„t)
= Qi(
„t)¡Ri(„t)
Mi(„t)
for i = 2; : : : ; n.
Since R(„t) and Q(„t) parametrize difierent varieties there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that
Qj(„t) 6= Rj(„t). Therefore, Mi(„t) = Mj(„t) (Qi(„t)¡Ri(„t))(Qj(„t)¡Rj(„t)) for j = 2; : : : ; n. In this situation,
taking into account that A is orthogonal, one has that:
kNQ(„t)k2 = NQ(„t) ¢ NQ(„t)T =MQ(„t) ¢ MQ(„t)T =
nX
i=1
M2i („t) =
Mj(„t)2 d2
(Qj(„t)¡Rj(„t))2
and therefore kNQ(„t)k 2 K(„t). In order to prove that (1) implies (2), observe that if there
exists a rational rph parametrization P(„t) of V then OAd (V) can be parametrized by
P(„t)§ d N („t) ¢AkN („t)k
and therefore every component of OAd (V) is parametric. Thus, since every generalized
ofiset has always at least one simple component, it follows that OAd (V) has at least one
parametric simple component.
Let us see that (1) implies (3). Let V be parametric, and P(„t) an rph parametrization
of V. Let N („t) = (N1(„t); : : : ; Nn(„t)) be the normal vector to V at P(„t), and m(„t) =
kN („t)k 2 K(„t). Then, (N1m ; : : : ; Nnm ) is a rational parametrization of the sphere x21 +
¢ ¢ ¢ + x2n = 1. Hence, since R(„t) = ( t
2
1+¢¢¢+t2n¡1¡1
t21+¢¢¢+t2n¡1+1 ;
2 t1
t21+¢¢¢+t2n¡1+1 ; : : : ;
2 tn¡1
t21+¢¢¢+t2n¡1+1 ) is a
proper parametrization of the sphere, applying Lemma 3.1, it holds that there exists
`(„t) = (`1; : : : ; `n¡1) 2 K(„t)n¡1 such that R(`(„t)) = 1m ¢ N („t); i.e.:8<:
`21+¢¢¢+`2n¡1¡1
`21+¢¢¢+`2n¡1+1 =
N1
m
2`i
`21+¢¢¢+`2n¡1+1 =
Ni+1
m for i = 1; : : : ; n¡ 1.
Now, eliminating `i for i = 2; : : : ; n¡ 1, and substituting in the two flrst equations one
deduces that
`21(„t) (N
2
2 („t) + ¢ ¢ ¢+N2n(„t))¡N22 („t)¡ 2`1N1(„t)N2(„t) = 0
and therefore (t1; : : : ; tn¡1; `1(„t)) parametrizes one component of GP(V).
In order to prove that (3) implies (1), let (`1(„t); : : : ; `n(„t)) be a rational parametriza-
tion of one component of GP(V). Then, it holds that:
`2n (N
2
2 ( ~`) + ¢ ¢ ¢+N2n( ~`))¡N22 ( ~`)¡ 2`nN1( ~`)N2( ~`) = 0
where ~` = (`1; : : : ; `n¡1) (note that `n is not identically zero; otherwise it would imply
that N2 is identically zero). Thus,
N21 ( ~`) + ¢ ¢ ¢+N2n( ~`) =
(N1( ~`)`n +N2( ~`))2
`2n
:
Therefore, kNP(„t)k = det(J ~`) ¢ kNP( ~`(„t))k 2 K(„t), and (3) implies (1).
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Finally, it is clear by deflnition of generalized ofiset that (1) implies (4). Furthermore,
if (4) holds, then OAd (V) has at least one parametric simple component, and applying (2)
one concludes (1). 2
Remarks 3.3. Theorem 3.1 implies that generalized ofisets with all their components
parametric can only be generated by parametric hypersurfaces. Furthermore, taking into
account Proposition 3.1, one deduces that generalized ofisets to parametric hypersur-
faces behave as follows: they are either reducible with two parametric components, or
parametric, or irreducible and not unirational.
From Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 one can deduce the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.1. Let V be parametric, and P(„t) a rational parametrization of V such
that GP(V) has at least one parametric component M and (`1; : : : ; `n) is a rational
parametrization of M. Then P(`1; : : : ; `n¡1) is rph.
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1. 2
Corollary 3.2. If V is parametric, the unirationality of the components of the gener-
alized ofiset OAd (V) does not depend either on the distance d or on the isometry A.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 3.1. 2
Next corollary shows how Theorem 3.1 can be improved for rational hypersurfaces.
Corollary 3.3. Let V be rational, then the following statement are equivalent:
(1) There exists an rph parametrization of V.
(2) OAd (V) has at least one parametric simple component.
(3) There exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) has at least one
parametric component.
(4) For every proper parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) has at least one parametric
component.
(5) All the components of OAd (V) are parametric.
Proof. We flrst observe that (1), (2), and (5) are equivalent by Theorem 3.1. Now,
let P(„t) be an rph parametrization of V. Therefore, since V is rational, there exists a
proper parametrization Q(„t) of V. By Lemma 3.1, there exists ’ 2 K(„t)n¡1 such that
P(„t) = Q(’(„t)). Then, reasoning as in the proof of \(1) implies (3)" in Theorem 3.1, one
deduces that (’; `1) parametrizes one component of GQ(V). Consequently, (1) implies (3).
Furthermore, applying Theorem 3.1 one also has that (3) implies (1).
Trivially (4) implies (3). In order to prove that (3) implies (4), let P and Q be two
proper parametrizations of V. Then by Lemma 3.1 there exists ’ 2 K(„t)n¡1 such thatQ =
P(’). Hence, ˆ(x1; : : : ; xn) = (’(x1; : : : ; xn¡1); xn) deflnes a birational transformation
from GQ onto GP , and therefore one concludes (4). 2
Lemma 3.2. Let P(„t) be a parametrization of V. Then, the reparametrizing hypersurface
GP(V) is reducible if and only if P(„t) is rph.
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Proof. Let H be the deflning polynomial of GP(V). Since H is primitive with respect
to xn, it follows that any factor of H depends on xn. Thus, GP(V) is reducible if and
only if H has two factors depending on xn, or equivalently, the discriminant ¢H with
respect to xn is the square of a polynomial. Therefore, since ¢H = 4N22 ¢ kNPk2, one
has that GP(V) is reducible if and only if P(„t) is rph. 2
Next corollaries characterize, for rational hypersurfaces, the cases of generalized ofisets
with two parametric components, and parametric generalized ofisets, respectively.
Corollary 3.4. Let V be rational, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) OAd (V) is reducible.
(2) OAd (V) has exactly two parametric components.
(3) There exists a proper rph parametrization of V.
(4) Every proper parametrization of V is rph.
(5) There exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) is reducible.
(6) For every proper parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) is reducible.
Proof. We flrst observe that from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 one deduces that (1)
implies (2), and that (2) implies (1) trivially. In order to prove that (2) implies (3), we
observe that at least one component of OAd (V) is simple, and by Proposition 3.1, is
rational. Let M be a rational simple component of OAd (V) and R(„t) a proper rational
parametrization ofM. Then, we consider the diagram used in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
and we note that …2 – …¡11 – R : Kn¡1 ¡! V is a birational transformation. Therefore,
Q(„t) = …2(…¡11 (R(„t))) is a proper parametrization of V. Furthermore, following the same
reasoning of \(2) implies (1)", in the proof of Theorem 3.1, one has that Q is rph.
Now (3) implies (4) follows from the remark to Deflnition 3.1. In order to see that (4)
implies (2), let P(„t) be a proper rph parametrization of V. Then P(„t) § d N („t)¢AkN („t)k
parametrizes the two components of OAd (V) and therefore the two components of OAd (V)
are parametric.
Applying Lemma 3.2 one has that (4) implies (5). Let us prove that (5) implies (6).
Let P(„t) be a proper parametrization of V such that GP(V) is reducible. By Lemma 3.2,
P(„t) is rph. Then, taking into account Lemma 3.1 and the remark to Deflnition 3.1,
one has that every proper parametrization P(„t) of V is rph. Thus, for every proper
parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) is reducible.
Finally, \(6) implies (4)" follows directly from Lemma 3.2. 2
Corollary 3.5. Let V be rational, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) OAd (V) is parametric (and hence irreducible).
(2) There exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) is parametric.
(3) For every proper parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) is parametric.
Proof. First, let us see that (1) implies (2). Let OAd (V) be parametric. By Corollary 3.3,
there exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) has at least one para-
metric component M. Furthermore, P(„t) is not rph (note that if P(„t) is rph, applying
Corollary 3.4, one has that OAd (V) is reducible). Thus by Lemma 3.2, one deduces that
GP(V) is irreducible. Therefore, GP(V) is parametric.
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In order to prove that (2) implies (3), one simply has to use the birational transfor-
mation from GQ onto GP , deflned in the proof of \(3) implies (4)" in Corollary 3.3.
Finally, we prove that (3) implies (1). Let GP(V) be parametric and let (`1; : : : ; `n¡1)
be a rational parametrization of GP(V). Then, by Corollary 3.1, P(`1; : : : ; `n¡1) is rph.
Thus, by Theorem 3.1, all the components of OAd (V) are parametric. Furthermore, OAd (V)
is irreducible, (note that if OAd (V) is reducible, Corollary 3.4 implies that P(„t) is rph,
and Lemma 3.2 that GP is reducible, which is impossible). Therefore one concludes that
OAd (V) is parametric. 2
As a consequence of Corollaries 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, one may outline an algorithm to decide
whether the generalized ofiset to a rational hypersurface V has parametric components,
and if so, to determine rational parametrizations of the unirational components ofOAd (V).
In the case of parametric hypersurfaces, Corollary 3.2 can also be applied to analyse the
rationality and unirationality of the components of OAd (V). In the next section, we give
a precise outline of the algorithm for plane curves and surfaces.
4. Application to Curves and Surfaces
In this section the theoretical results obtained previously are applied to the particular
cases of hypersurfaces in K2 and in K3. As a consequence, an algorithm for deciding
the rationality of the components of the generalized ofisets and for computing rational
parametrization of the rational components is presented. Furthermore, some special cases
of families of curves and surfaces are shown to have always rational generalized ofisets,
and rational parametrizations are provided. For instance, parabolas, elliptic paraboloids,
and hyperbolic paraboloids belong to some of these families. Similar results for quadrics
are deduced in .Lu˜ (1995b).
Taking into account that the notions of rationality and unirationality are equivalent
in K2 and K3, some of the results obtained in Section 3 can be stated as follows:
Theorem 4.1. Let V be a plane curve in K2 or a surface in K3, and A a direct isometry
in K2 or K3, respectively. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) All the components of OAd (V) are rational.
(2) V is rational and there exists an rph parametrization of V.
(3) There exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) has at least one
rational component.
(4) For every proper parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) has at least one rational com-
ponent.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3. 2
For the particular case of plane curves, it holds that if the generalized ofiset has
rational components then there exists a reparametrization of degree at most two of any
proper parametrization of the original curve that provides an rph parametrization. More
precisely, one has:
Proposition 4.1. Let V be a plane curve in K2, and A a direct isometry in K2. Then,
the following statements are equivalent:
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(1) All the components of OAd (V) are rational.
(2) V is rational and there exists ’ 2 K(t) of degree at most two, and there exists a
rational proper parametrization P(t) of V such that P(’(t)) is rph.
Proof. \(2) implies (1)" follows from Theorem 4.1. Let us see that (1) implies (2).
Since all the components of OAd (V) are rational, there exists a simple rational compo-
nentM of OAd (V). Let P(t) = (P1(t); P2(t)) and Q(t) = (Q1(t); Q2(t)) be proper rational
parametrizations of V andM, respectively. Let C(x1; x2; t) and L(x1; x2; t) be the prim-
itive part with respect to fx1; x2g of the numerator of:
(x1 ¡ P1(t))2 + (x2 ¡ P2(t))2 = d2
M2(t)(x1 ¡ P1(t))¡M1(t)(x2 ¡ P2(t)) = 0
respectively, where M(t) = (M1;M2) = N (t) ¢A, and N (t) being the normal vector asso-
ciated with P(t). Now, we deflne the polynomials M(t; h) and N(t; h) as the squarefree
part of the numerators of L(Q1(h); Q2(h); t) and C(Q1(h); Q2(h); t) respectively. In this
situation, we want to prove that degh(D) • 2 and degt(D) = 1, where D = gcd(M;N).
For this purpose, we observe that, since M is simple, for almost all (i.e. all but a flnite
number of exceptions) b 2 K, the point Q(b) is generated by exactly one point on V.
Therefore, since P is proper, for almost all b 2 K the polynomials M(t; b) and N(t; b)
have only one common root. Thus, taking into account that M and N are squarefree, it
follows that degt(gcd(M(t; b); N(t; b)) = 1 for almost all b 2 K. Hence, one deduces that
degt(D) = 1 .(see Winkler, 1996).
Similarly, to prove that degh(D) • 2, we observe that for almost all a 2 K the point
P(a) generates two points onOAd (V); one on the exterior and the other on the interior part
of the ofiset. Therefore, for almost all a 2 K the polynomials M(a; h) and N(a; h) have
either two or one common roots, that correspond to the cases of one or two components,
respectively. Thus, one has that degh(D) • 2.
Finally, let t = ’(h) be the solution of the equation D(t; h) = 0 (note that ’ is a
rational function of degree two or one, depending on the reducibility of OAd (V)). In this
situation, reasoning as in the proof of \(2) implies (1)" in Theorem 3.1, one deduces that
P(’) is rph. 2
From Proposition 3.1 it follows that generalized ofisets of rational plane curves and
rational surfaces are either reducible with two rational components, or rational, or irre-
ducible but not rational. In the following, as a consequence of Corollary 3.4 and Corol-
lary 3.5, we give criteria to distinguish between the case of rational generalized ofisets
(Criterion 4.1) and the case of generalized reducible ofisets (Criterion 4.2); we refer to
this case as double rationality.
Criterion 4.1. Let V be a plane curve in K2 or a surface in K3, and A a direct isometry
in K2 or K3, respectively. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) OAd (V) is rational.
(2) There exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) is rational.
(3) For all proper parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) is rational.
Criterion 4.2. Let V be a plane curve in K2 or a surface in K3, and A a direct isometry
in K2 or K3, respectively. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
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(1) OAd (V) has exactly two rational components.
(2) There exists a proper rph parametrization of V.
(3) Every proper parametrization of V is rph.
(4) There exists a proper parametrization P(„t) of V such that GP(V) is reducible.
(5) For every proper parametrization P(„t) of V, GP(V) is reducible.
Summarizing the previous results one can outline the following algorithm for general-
ized ofisets.
Algorithm
Given: a proper rational parametrization P(„t) of V (V is either a plane curve in K2 or a
surface in K3 in the conditions stablished in Section 2) and a matrix A deflning a direct
isometry in K2 or K3, respectively.
Decide: whether the components of OAd (V) are rational.
Determine: (in the a–rmative case) a rational parametrization of each component
of OAd (V).
1. Compute the normal vector N („t) of P(„t)
2. If kNk 2 K(„t) then return¿ OAd (V) has two rational components parametrized
by P § dkNkN ¢A À.
3. Determine GP(V), and decide whether GP(V) is rational. (Note that GP(V) is irre-
ducible).
4. If GP(V) is not rational then return ¿ no component of Od(V) is rational À
else
4.1. Determine a rational parametrization R = ( ~R;R) of GP(V), where ~R 2 K(„t) or
K(„t)2 depending on whether V is a curve or a surface, respectively.
4.2. If V is a plane curve then return ¿ OAd (V) is a rational curve parametrized
by Q = P( ~R) + 2 dR
N2( ~R)(R2+1)
N ( ~R) ¢A, where N = (N1; N2) À.
4.3. If V is a surface then return ¿ OAd (V) is a rational surface parametrized
by Q = P( ~R) + dR
(N1( ~R)R+N2( ~R))
N ( ~R) ¢A, where N = (N1; N2; N3) À.
Remarks 4.1. Note that if V is a plane curve, step 3 can be decided computing the
genus, and ( ~R;R) in step 4.1 can be obtained by any parametrization algorithm for plane
curves .(see Sendra and Winkler, 1991). Similarly, if V is a surface, a decision process for
the rationality and a parametrization algorithm can be found in .Schicho (1995)
Let us illustrate the algorithm by some examples. The flrst example analyses the
generalized ofiset to the parabola treated in Section 2. The second example shows that
the generalized ofiset to an elliptic paraboloid is rational, and a rational parametrization
is computed.
Example. Let V be the parabola given by the proper parametrization P(t) = (t; t2),
and let
A =
ˆ p
2
2
p
2
2
¡p2
2
p
2
2
!
be the direct isometry corresponding to a rotation of angle …4 . Then, we apply the al-
gorithm to analyse the rationality of the components of the generalized ofiset OAd (V).
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First, we observe that the normal vector N (t) to V associated with P(t) has norm
kNk = p4 t2 + 1 =2 K(t). Thus, P(t) is not rph. Therefore, OAd (V) is irreducible. In or-
der to study whether OAd (V) is rational, we compute the reparametrizing curve GP(V) =
x22¡ 1 + 4x2 x1 which is a rational curve that can be parametrized as R(t) = (¡ t
2¡1
4 t ; t).
Therefore, one deduces that OAd (V) is rational and that Q = P(¡ t
2¡1
4 t ) is rph. In fact,
the norm of the normal vector of Q(t) is m(t) = (t2+1)28 t3 . Hence, the generalized ofisetOAd (V) can be parametrized asµ
¡ (t
2 ¡ 1)
4 t
¡ d
p
2 (t2 ¡ 1¡ 2 t)
2 (t2 + 1)
;
(t2 ¡ 1)2
16 t2
¡ d
p
2 (t2 ¡ 1 + 2 t)
2 (t2 + 1)
¶
:
Example. Let V be the elliptic paraboloid given by x224 + x
2
3
9 = 2x1, that can be properly
parametrized as:
P(t1; t2) =
µ
t22
2
;
2 (t21 ¡ 1) t2
t21 + 1
;
6 t1 t2
t21 + 1
¶
:
We consider the direct isometry deflned by
A =
0B@ 1 0 00 12 p32
0 ¡
p
3
2
1
2
1CA
that corresponds to a rotation of angle …3 , around the line x1 = 0. Now, we analyse the
rationality of the components of OAd (V). For this purpose, one flrst computes the normal
vector of P(t1; t2):
N (t1; t2) =
µ
12
t2
(t21 + 1)
;¡6 t
2
2 (t
2
1 ¡ 1)
(t21 + 1)2
;¡8 t1 t
2
2
(t21 + 1)2
¶
and one checks that kNk =2 K(t1; t2). Therefore, OAd (V) is irreducible. In order to study
whether OAd (V) is rational, we compute the reparametrizing surface:
GP(V) = 9x23 x2 x41 ¡ 2x23 x2 x21 + 9x23 x2 ¡ 9x41 x2 + 18x2 x21 ¡ 9x2 + 36x3 x41 ¡ 36x3
which is a rational surface that can be parametrized as
R(t) =
µ
t1;¡ 36 t2 t
4
1 ¡ 36 t2
9 t22 t
4
1 ¡ 2 t21 t22 + 9 t22 ¡ 9 t41 + 18 t21 ¡ 9
; t2
¶
:
Thus, one deduces that OAd (V) is rational and that
Q = P
µ
t1;¡ 36 t2 t
4
1 ¡ 36 t2
9 t22 t
4
1 ¡ 2 t21 t22 + 9 t22 ¡ 9 t41 + 18 t21 ¡ 9
¶
is rph. Therefore, applying step 4.3 in the algorithm, one obtains a parametrization of
OAd (V).
We flnish this section showing how the previous ideas can be applied to analyse the
generalized ofisets of special families of curves and surfaces. In particular, from Propo-
sition 4.2 one deduces that all parabolas have rational generalized ofisets, and from
Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 4.5 the same phenomenon can be deduced for elliptic
paraboloids and for hyperbolic paraboloids.
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Proposition 4.2. Let F = f(a1tn¡1 + a0; b1tn + b0)g, a1b1 6= 0, n > 1 be a family of
rational a–ne curves, and A a direct isometry in K2. Then, OAd (F) is rational and can
be parametrized as Q(t) = P(’) + dkN (’)k N (’) ¢ A, where N (t) is the normal vector of
the parametrization P(t) given by F , and ’(t) = a1(1¡n)(t2¡1)2b1n t .
Proof. Let P = (a1tn¡1 + a0; b1tn + b0) and N = (¡nb1tn¡1; (n ¡ 1)a1tn¡2). We flrst
observe that kNk2 = t2n¡4(n2 b21 t2 + (n¡1)2 a1) is not the square of a polynomial, since
the discriminant with respect to t of kNk
2
t2n¡4 is ¡4 (n ¡ 1)2 n2 b21 a1 6= 0 (note that n > 1,
b1 6= 0, a1 6= 0). Thus, P is not rph. Therefore, since P is proper, by Criterion 4.2, OAd (F)
is irreducible. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2, GP(F) is irreducible. In order to prove the
rationality of OAd (F) we compute:
GP(F) = ppy(2n b1 xn¡1 y + (n¡ 1) a1 xn¡2 (y2 ¡ 1)) = 2n b1 x y + (n¡ 1) a1 (y2 ¡ 1)
Therefore, since GP(F) can be parametrized by R(t) = (a1(1¡n)(t
2¡1)
2b1n t
; t), one con-
cludes, applying Criterion 4.1, that OAd (F) is rational, and, applying Corollary 3.1, that
P(a1(1¡n)(t2¡1)2 b1 n t ) is rph. Hence, Q(t) = P(’(t)+ dkN (’(t)k N (’(t)¢A parametrizes OAd (F),
where ’(t) = a1 (1¡n) (t
2¡1)
2 b1 n t
. 2
Proposition 4.3. Let p1; p2 2 K[t] be non-constant polynomials, let
F = f(tn1 ; p1(t2); p2(t2) + tn+11 )g; n ‚ 1
be a family of rational a–ne surfaces, and let A be a direct isometry in K3. Then, OAd (F)
is rational and can be parametrized as
Q(t1; t2) = P(’(t1; t2)) + dkN (’(t1; t2))k N (’(t1; t2)) ¢A;
where N (t1; t2) is the normal vector of the parametrization P(t1; t2) F , and
’(t1; t2) =
µ
¡n (t
2
1 (
@p1
@t2
(t2)2 + @p2@t2 (t2)
2)¡ @p2@t2 (t2)2)
2(n+ 1) t1 @p1@t2 (t2)
@p2
@t2
(t2)
; t2
¶
:
Proof. Let P = (tn1 ; p1(t2); p2(t2) + tn+11 ) and
N =
µ
¡(n+ 1) tn1
@p1
@t2
(t2);¡n t(n¡1)1
@p2
@t2
(t2); n t
(n¡1)
1
@p1
@t2
(t2)
¶
:
Then, we flrst observe that since p1; p2 are non-constant polynomials, it holds that:
kNk = t(n¡1)1
r
(n+ 1)2 t21
@p1
@t2
(t2)2 + 2n2
@p2
@t2
(t2)2 =2 K(t1; t2):
Thus P is not rph. Therefore, since P is proper, by Criterion 4.2, OAd (F) is irreducible.
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2, GP(F) is irreducible. In order to prove the rationality of
OAd (F) we compute the reparametrizing surface:
GP(F) = nx23
µ
@p1
@t2
(x2)2 +
@p2
@t2
(x2)2
¶
¡ 2(n+ 1)x1 x3 @p1
@t2
(x2)
@p2
@t2
(x2)¡ n @p2
@t2
(x2)2:
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Therefore, since GP(F) can be parametrized by
R(t) =
µ
¡n (t
2
1(
@p1
@t2
(t2)2 + @p2@t2 (t2)
2)¡ @p2@t2 (t2)2)
2(n+ 1) t1 @p1@t2 (t2)
@p2
@t2
(t2)
; t2; t1
¶
;
one concludes, applying Criterion 4.1, that OAd (F) is rational, and, applying Corol-
lary 3.1, that
P
µ
¡n (t
2
1(
@p1
@t2
(t2)2 + @p2@t2 (t2)
2)¡ @p2@t2 (t2)2)
2(n+ 1) t1 @p1@t2 (t2)
@p2
@t2
(t2)
; t2
¶
is rph. Hence, Q(t1; t2) = P(’(t1; t2))+ dkN (’(t1;t2))k N (’(t1; t2))¢A parametrizes OAd (F).
2
Proposition 4.4. Let
F =
‰µ
a1 t
n
2 + a0
2
;
c (t21 ¡ 1) (b1 t(n¡1)2 + b0)
t21 + 1
;
2 d t1 (b1 t
(n¡1)
2 + b0)
t21 + 1
¶¾
where a1 6= 0, n > 0, d 6= 0, c 6= 0, and b0, b1 being not simultaneously zero, be a family
of rational a–ne surfaces, and let A be a direct isometry in K3. Then, OAd (F) is rational
and can be parametrized as
Q(t1; t2) = P(’(t1; t2)) + dkN (’(t1; t2))k N (’(t1; t2)) ¢A;
where N (t1; t2) is the normal vector of the parametrization P(t1; t2) given by F , and
’(t1; t2) =
µ
t1;
¡4(n¡ 1) t2 c d2 b1 (t41 ¡ 1)
a1n(t22 d2 t
4
1 ¡ 2 t22d2 t21 + t22d2 + 4 t22c2 t21 ¡ d2t41 + 2 d2t21 ¡ d2)
¶
:
Proof. Let P(t1; t2) = (a1 t
n
2 +a0
2 ;
c (t21¡1) (b1 t(n¡1)2 +b0)
t21+1
;
2 d t1 (b1 t
(n¡1)
2 +b0)
t21+1
). Then, its nor-
mal vector N (t1; t2) is:µ
2c(b1 t
(n¡1)
2 + b0)db1t
(n¡2)
2 (n¡ 1)
t21 + 1
;
¡d(b1t(n¡1)2 + b0)(t21 ¡ 1)
(t21 + 1)2a1t
(n¡1)
2 n
;
¡2ct1(b1t(n¡1)2 + b0)
(t21 + 1)2a1t
(n¡1)
2 n
¶
:
We flrst observe that, the norm of N (t1; t2) is
(b1t
(n¡1)
2 + b0)t
(n¡2)
2
(t21 + 1)2
p
a21n
2(d2t41 ¡ 2d2t21 + d2 + 4c2t21)t22 + 4c2d2b21(t21 + 1)2(n¡ 1)2;
and taking into account that a1 6= 0, n > 0, d 6= 0, c 6= 0, and that b0, b1 are not simul-
taneously zero, one deduces that kNk =2 K(t1; t2). Thus P is not rph. Therefore, since P
is proper, by Criterion 4.2, OAd (F) is irreducible. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2, GP(F) is
irreducible. In order to prove the rationality of OAd (F) we compute the reparametrizing
surface:
GP(F) = x2 x23 a1 nd2 x41¡2x2 x23 a1 nd2 x21+x2 x23 a1 nd2+4x2 x23 a1 n c2 x21¡x2 d2
a1 nx
4
1 +2x2 d
2 a1 nx
2
1¡x2 d2 a1 n+4x3 c d2 b1 x41 n¡4x3 c d2 b1 n¡4x3 c d2 b1 x41 +
4x3 c d2 b1.
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Therefore, since GP(F) can be parametrized as
R(t1; t2) =
µ
t1;
¡4 t2 c d2 b1 (t41 ¡ 1)(n¡ 1)
a1n(t22 d2 t
4
1 ¡ 2 t22d2 t21 + t22d2 + 4 t22c2 t21 ¡ d2t41 + 2 d2t21 ¡ d2)
; t2
¶
;
one concludes, applying Criterion 4.1, that OAd (F) is rational, and, applying Corol-
lary 3.1, that
P
µ
t1;
¡4 t2 c d2 b1 (t41 ¡ 1)(n¡ 1)
a1n(t22 d2 t
4
1 ¡ 2 t22d2 t21 + t22d2 + 4 t22c2 t21 ¡ d2t41 + 2 d2t21 ¡ d2)
¶
is rph. Hence, P(’(t1; t2)) + dkN (’(t1;t2))k N (’(t1; t2)) ¢A parametrizes OAd (F). 2
Proposition 4.5. Let
F =
‰µ
a1 t
n
2 + a0
2
;
c (b1 t
(n¡1)
2 + b0) (t
2
1 + 1)
t21 ¡ 1
;
2 d t1 (b1 t
(n¡1)
2 + b0)
t21 ¡ 1
¶¾
where a1 6= 0, n > 0, d 6= 0, c 6= 0, and b0, b1 being not simultaneously zero, be a family
of rational a–ne surfaces, and let A be a direct isometry in K3. Then, OAd (F) is rational
and can be parametrized as
Q(t1; t2) = P(’(t1; t2)) + dkN (’(t1; t2))k N (’(t1; t2)) ¢A;
where N (t1; t2) is the normal vector of the parametrization P(t1; t2) given by F , and
’(t1; t2) =
µ
t1;
¡4 t2 c d2 b1 (t41 ¡ 1)(n¡ 1)
a1n(t22d2 + t
2
2d
2 t41 + 2 t
2
2d
2 t21 + 4 t
2
2c
2 t21 ¡ d2 ¡ d2t41 ¡ 2 d2t21)
¶
:
Proof. Let P = (a1 tn2 +a02 ;
c (b1 t
(n¡1)
2 +b0) (t
2
1+1)
t21¡1 ;
2 d t1 (b1 t
(n¡1)
2 +b0)
t21¡1 ) and N (t1; t2) be the
normal vector of P. Similarly as in the previous proof one may deduce that kNk =2
K(t1; t2). Thus P is not rph. Therefore, since P is proper, by Criterion 4.2, OAd (F)
is irreducible. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2, GP(F) is irreducible. In order to prove the
rationality of OAd (F) we compute the reparametrizing surface:
GP(F) = x23 a1 nd2 x2 + x23 a1 nd2 x41 x2 + 2x23 a1 nd2 x21 x2 + 4x23 a1 n c2 x21 x2 ¡
d2 a1 nx2 ¡ d2 a1 nx41 ; x2 ¡ 2 d2 a1 nx21 x2 + 4x3 c d2 b1 nx41 ¡ 4x3 c d2 b1 n¡
4x3 c d2 b1 x41 + 4x3 c d
2 b1.
Therefore, since GP(F) can be parametrized by
R(t1; t2) =
µ
t1;
¡4 t2 c d2 b1 (t41 ¡ 1)(n¡ 1)
a1n(t22d2 + t
2
2d
2 t41 + 2 t
2
2d
2 t21 + 4 t
2
2c
2 t21 ¡ d2 ¡ d2t41 ¡ 2 d2t21)
; t2
¶
;
one concludes, applying Criterion 4.1, that OAd (F) is rational, and, applying Corol-
lary 3.1, that
P
µ
t1;
¡4 t2 c d2 b1 (t41 ¡ 1)(n¡ 1)
a1n(t22d2 + t
2
2d
2 t41 + 2 t
2
2d
2 t21 + 4 t
2
2c
2 t21 ¡ d2 ¡ d2t41 ¡ 2 d2t21)
¶
is rph. Hence, P(’(t1; t2)) + dkN (’(t1;t2))k N (’(t1; t2)) ¢A parametrizes OAd (F). 2
Remarks 4.2. We note that
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(1) the parabolas f(t; kt2)g, and the cubics f(t2; kt3)g belong to the family in Proposi-
tion 4.2,
(2) replacing n = 2, a1 = b1 = 1, a0 = b0 = 0, and taking c and d non-zero, in the
family of Proposition 4.4, one generates the elliptic paraboloids x
2
2
c2 +
x23
d2 = 2x1,
(3) replacing n = 2, a1 = b1 = 1, a0 = b0 = 0, and taking c and d non-zero, in the
family of Proposition 4.5, one generates the hyperbolic paraboloids x
2
2
c2 ¡ x
2
3
d2 = 2x1.
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